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The Collegian - April 20, 2021
NEWS
EXPRESSIONS OF BLACKNESS CULTURAL WEEK
CONCLUDES
4/20/2021
Saint Mary’s Cultural Weeks concluded with Expressions of Blackness, a week
dedicated to celebrating and uplifting the identities of Black students on campus.
By Melanie Moyer
Associate Editor
The cultural weeks brought to Saint Mary’s by the Intercultural Center
concluded with “Expressions of Blackness,” an exploration of Black identity
on and off campus. This is the sixth and final week of the Intercultural
Center’s Cultural Weeks, which aim to celebrate the expressions of individual
and collective cultural identities on campus. This week follows the virtual
BASH, Latinx, Pacific Islander, Asian, and Middle Eastern and North African
cultural weeks.
The theme of the week was “Lift Every Voice,” which, as stated by the sole
Executive Student Team leader Nessa Lemay-Finister, “was chosen because,
in the light of the heightened political climate surrounding Black Lives Matter,
it’s important that we continue to hear and listen to the voices of the
oppressed.” She continues that “the folks organizing this year's cultural week
have dedicated their talents and creativity to ensure that every voice is
heard,” and that she hopes “these incredible events will spark joy and shed
light upon you all as you join us during troubling times.”

The calendar of events was kicked off on Tuesday with virtual presentations
on a Langston Hughes poem, an analysis of J-Cole by Ryan Elston ‘21, and “A
Walk Through the 90’s” by Lemay-Finister. On Wednesday, students engaged
in a panel discussion on “What Does it Mean to be an Ally.” Panelists included
Allen Canez ‘22, Gabby Kunkel ‘22, and Brianna Avarado ‘21, and the
discussion was moderated by Legacy Lee. Thursday included a panel
discussion on “Being Black and Educated,” which was moderated by Calvin
Monroe, and included panelists Mubarak Haruna ‘22, Kimiko Kearney ‘21,
Nessa Lemay-Finister ‘22, and Colin Fisher ‘23. The week finished off with a
video performance by Colin Fisher ‘23 titled “Control,” a presentation by
Samuel Poueu ‘21 titled “I Too, Sing America,” and an outro by Lemay-Finister
on the takeaways of the week.
Lemay-Finister states in her outro that the theme of “Lift Every Voice” “helps
aid every student who has spoken out during the week: whether via zoom or
in a video, every student used their voice, their platform, and their identity to
help raise awareness about the importance of expressing Blackness.” She
encourages students to keep pursuing change in the SMC community as well
as their own, stating that “Black lives do matter, and they are present in the
Saint Mary’s community.” Her remarks ended with her thanking the late
Chadwick Boseman, who inspired her and countless others to be proud of
their Black identity.

DEREK CHAUVIN’S TRIAL: WHAT ARE MEDICAL EXPERTS
REVEALING?
4/20/2021
Medical experts testify during the George Floyd murder trial, issuing shattering
evidence against the defense’s case.
By Annika Henthorn
News Reporter
After its third week of testimony, Derek Chauvin’s trial is beginning to come
to a close. He is currently faced with three charges, including second-degree
unintentional murder, third-degree murder and second-degree
manslaughter charges, according to NBC. This week, NPR has revealed that
prosecutors have been fixated on the testimony of medical experts, tirelessly
working to prove that the death of George Floyd was caused by Derek
Chauvin.
Dr. Jonathon Rich, a cardiologist at Northwestern Memorial Hospital in
Chicago, testified this week, arguing that "Mr. George Floyd died from a
cardiopulmonary arrest. It was caused by low oxygen levels. And those low
oxygen levels were induced by the prone restraint and positional
asphyxiation that he was subjected to.” This has been affirmed through
Floyd’s autopsy, medical records, and careful analysis of the video recording
of Chauvin suffocating Floyd, according to NPR.
Many people have argued his death is linked to a heart event or drug
overdose. However, according to NPR, Dr. Jonathon Rich can “state with a
high degree of medical certainty that George Floyd did not die from a
primary cardiac event and he did not die from a drug overdose." These

potential factors that arose in the media had no influence in the death of
George Floyd, the primary cause was Derek Chauvin.
Dr. Rich has ruled out the possibility of a drug overdose through meticulous
analysis and observation of the videos that surfaced in the media and his
medical records. He has said that many of the symptoms of a fentanyl
overdose, like lethargy or slurred speaking, were not exhibited in George
Floyd. Although there were traces of methamphetamine in his system, Dr.
Rich believes it “played no substantive role” in his death.
Not only has it been reiterated by medical experts that George Floyd’s death
was caused by Derek Chauvin, Dr. Rich has also claimed that “Mr. George
Flyod’s death was absolutely preventable.” He continues to discuss the ways
in which the officers, after hearing Floyd deliberately struggle for air, could
have helped. One of the ways the officers could have assisted Floyd was by
placing him in recovery positions to aid in his breathing. He goes on to say
that if it weren’t for the disturbing and detrimental actions of Derek Chauvin,
Dr. Rich “belive[d] he would have lived.”

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY MOVES INTO THE ORANGE TIER
4/20/2021
Saint Mary’s College shifts into the Orange Tier for COVID-19 safety. Various on
campus resources open back up for both residential and off-campus student
communities.
By Evan Rodrigues
News Reporter
As of April 7th, Contra Costa County entered into the Orange Tier. This comes
after factors of improvement were maintained for three weeks. The
COVID19.CA.GOV webpage offers updates on California’s case rates
alongside information on the tier system itself.
“Every county in California is assigned to a tier based on its positivity rate,
adjusted case rate, and health equity metric. Counties must remain in a tier
for at least 3 weeks before moving to a less restrictive tier. Counties must
meet the next tier’s criteria for two consecutive weeks to move to a less
restrictive tier.”
Saint Mary’s College administration has announced the campus changes
corresponding to the tier upgrade. An email from Vice Provost for Student
Life Jane Camarillo lists the changes students should be aware of.
“Here are the key changes with the Orange Tier:

● The Recreation Center is open at 25% capacity to all students;
● Dryden Student Commons is open to on and off campus students;
● Sunday Student Mass is open to all students;

● GaelPantry is open to all students and is moving back to Soda Center;
● Outdoor Informal Social Gatherings are open to all students;
● The Library will open to all students at 25% capacity as of Thursday,
April 8;
● The Museum of Art will open to all students; check their website for
updated days and hours; (now open)
● Events are permitted for residential students and off campus students
with room capacity modifications.” (April 6, Jane Camarillo)
Sporting events are now on the table for students, with modified seating and
advanced registration. The LiveSafe health screenings are still required to
enter campus, and social distancing protocols are still required. As noted at
the end of VP Camarillo’s message, there is more information available on
the Campus Services page.
While it is promising that businesses are now able to serve more guests, a
press release from the Contra Costa Health Services highlights the need for
continued caution. The April 6th article reads:
“Contra Costa Health Officer Dr. Chris Farnitano said people should not let
down their guard yet. He noted that case rates have plateaued recently,
suggesting a slowdown in the recovery. ‘We are still in a pandemic and
people should continue to act accordingly: Keep wearing masks in public and
get vaccinated as soon as you can. I still strongly recommend people to avoid
most indoor activities with people outside of their own household until they
are fully vaccinated,’ Dr. Farnitano said.”
If you are uncertain when it comes to rules and regulations and how to stay
safe, make sure to do your research before making plans to go out. For more
information, visit the links below.

Author’s note:
https://covid19.ca.gov/safer-economy/
https://cchealth.org/press-releases/2021/0406-ccc-orange-tier.php
https://www.stmarys-ca.edu/covid-19-news-resources/campus-services-status

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE DEREK CHAUVIN TRIAL
4/20/2021
Derek Chauvin, the police officer responsible for killing George Floyd by kneeling
on his neck last May, is standing trial for second-degree unintentional murder,
third-degree murder, and second-degree manslaughter.
By Ally Sullivan
News Reporter
The killing of George Floyd in May 2020, set off a catalyst of worldwide
protests of police brutality toward Black Americans. The officer responsible
for kneeling on Floyd’s neck, Derek Chauvin, entered Minneapolis court on
March 29th, as the key actor in the homicide trial. The jury is addressing the
issue of if Chauvin’s use of force exceeded what was necessary to make the
arrest.
In the past week, Dr. David Fowler, former Maryland medical examiner, took
to the stand to testify about contributing factors to Floyd’s death. Originally
he testified that Floyd had unrelated factors to the kneeling on his neck, such
as a fentanyl addiction, and methamphetamine in his blood system, as well
as possible “carbon monoxide poisoning” from the exhaust of the police
vehicle. However, prosecutors pushed back and brought up the effects of
Floyd’s paraganglioma tumor. Fowler originally stated that the tumor could
have secreted adrenaline that compromised Floyd’s heart, but he revoked
that statement and answered that Floyd did not die from the tumor. The
importance of Fowler's statement followed that sudden cardiac arrest is
reversible and that Floyd should have been given medical attention
immediately.

Dr. Fowler continued to argue that the prone position that Floyd was kept in
for nine and a half minutes was indeed dangerous. Several other experts
confirmed that the position is well known among police officers to be
dangerous, and the way Chauvin executed holding Floyd to the ground was
constituted “deadly force”.
On Thursday, April 15th, both the prosecutor and the defense rested their
case, as Chauvin invoked his Fifth Amendment right not to testify. Whether
he would testify was a major question going into the trial.
Monday, attorneys will give their concluding arguments, and leave the jury to
begin its own deliberations.

WOMEN IN LAW PANEL SHARED TRADITIONAL AND
NONTRADITIONAL PATHS IN THE LAW FIELD
4/20/2021
Women in Law and Justice event celebrates 50 years of women at Saint Mary’s by
having alumni describe their experiences in the law field.
By Kiera O’Hara-Heinz
News Reporter
On April 13, 2021, Saint Mary’s Liberal Arts Bridge and CPDS held a Panel
about Women in Law & Justice. The panel featured Saint Mary’s alumni who
all have careers in Law fields The event was a part of the anniversary
celebration of 50 years of women at Saint Mary’s College.
Fatima Silva, a Saint Mary’s Alumna from the class of 2004, facilitated the
event. A politics major, Silva went on to become a criminal defense attorney.
For the past four years, Silva has also appeared on the Investigation
Discovery show Reasonable Doubt, where she looks at cases where families
feel like their loved one was wrongfully convicted.
While describing her own career path from Saint Mary’s to hosting a true
crime television show, Silva explained how she didn’t follow a linear career
path but instead stumbled into opportunities after following her passion and
her heart.
Silva said “When I was in college I had a clear plan and clear path I was going
to follow. But that's not how life works, you're going to get a lot of curve balls
thrown at you.”
Silva also emphasized the importance for women entering the law field to
have a support network of other women. A support group of women is what

Saint Mary’s alumni and 2001 valedictorian Stephanie Green has found at her
job as Chief Strategist of Partnerships at The Women's Foundation of
California.
“I feel like I have found my home. I started in 2016, and I knew that I had
found my place. It took 16 years of doing things that all led me here,” Green
said.
Green majored in English at Saint Mary’s, and discovered her passion for
fundraising in the Women and Gender Studies Program (WAGS). She went on
to pursue a graduate degree in WAGS at the University of Texas, Austin, one
of the largest universities in the country. She credits Saint Mary’s seminar
program for helping her get out of her comfort zone and excel in graduate
studies and beyond.
“Seminar taught me that you don’t know everything other people have a lot
to add to the conversation and how to talk for myself but also how to be
humble,” she adds that the style of the classes was also very helpful. “The
seminar classes are really graduate style classes.”
Another panel member, who like Green works within the law field but is not a
practicing lawyer, is Evonne Silva. Silva graduated from Saint Mary’s in 2004
with a politics degree, and worked in a number of different organizations
before getting her law degree. Like her former Saint Mary’s roommate
Fatima Silva, Evonne Silva followed a delinear career path that gave her
experience in many different communities. One experience Silva learned a
lot from at Saint Mary’s was volunteering. She was challenged to learn from
the community, by being a part of the community. Her belief that proximity
to the issues better equip you to better solve the issues, helps her in her
current work at Code for America, where she leads the Criminal Justice and
workforce development work. One of the key initiatives she is working on,
called Clear My Record, does work around the country to advance automatic

record clearance. Although not currently practicing law, Silva believes she still
works as a lawyer every day.
“I get asked often do I miss being a lawyer. The answer is that I am a lawyer
everyday. I’m in conversations, I’m formulating questions to problems before
me to try to make systemic changes is the way I tend to define it,” Silva said.
“It’s really exciting to have the opportunity to practice in this way that is really
nontraditional.”
The event concluded with Sarah Woolston, who has the most traditional law
career out of all of the panelists. Woolston graduated from SMC in 2014 with
a politics degree, and went on to receive her law degree from UC Davis
school of law. Woolston currently works as an Associate at Matheny Sears
Linkert & Jaime LLP practicing civil litigation. Woolston found her calling in
law through a Jan Term she took her Junior year.
“I got the worst time and I wanted to take Harry Potter or the history of the
bicycle or something fun but I ended up falling in love with my model UN
class and we had a mock trial.”
The event was hosted by Dean of the School of Liberal Arts Sheila Hassell
Hughes and the LAB Program who ended the event by having all of the
women emphasize the skills and knowledge they gained at Saint Mary’s and
the ways their time at Saint Mary’s has helped them in their career paths.

OPINION
REOPENING THE NATION: A CALL FOR CONSISTENCY
4/19/2021
The perceived argument from government leaders that regardless of getting the
vaccine the nation will not reopen is not encouraging to those who are hesitant to
get the vaccine.
By Emmanuel Simon
Opinion Columnist
Most Americans have the opinion that people should get a COVID-19 vaccine
since, to quote the CDC, “vaccines currently approved for use in the United
States are effective at preventing COVID-19…. COVID-19 vaccination is an
important tool to help stop the pandemic.” To paraphrase, the vaccines work.
But lest one objects by pointing to the variants, the CDC writes, “current data
suggest that COVID-19 vaccines used in the United States should work
against these variants. For this reason, COVID-19 vaccines are an essential
tool to protect people against COVID-19, including against new variants. [The]
CDC recommends getting vaccinated as soon as [the] vaccine is available to
you.” According to the CDC then, getting a COVID-19 vaccine is an effective
way to stop the spread of COVID-19.
A person who trusts the CDC might think that since more and more people
are getting the COVID-19 vaccine each day, it just makes sense to reopen the
nation. We see, for example, that in Texas most businesses are open, masks
are not required, and there are not any stay-at-home orders. One might
think that Texas is bound to spike given its loose restrictions. However, the
facts state otherwise. The Governor of Texas reopened the state on March

10th, where there was an average of 4,909 newly reported cases. As of April
10th, there was an average of 3,452 newly reported cases. Even with these
loose restrictions, newly reported cases decreased rather than increased.
Yet still, critics against reopening the nation aren’t satisfied. Many critics
point to how the CDC states that no vaccine is 100% effective and that the
evidence is limited as to how the current COVID-19 vaccines work against the
variants. Thus, they argue, though we should get the COVID-19 vaccine, it
doesn’t follow that we should reopen the nation at the current rate.
What these critics don’t realize is that their arguments against reopening the
nation are also arguments against getting the vaccine. If states aren’t to
reopen at the rates they are because no vaccine is 100% effective, then with
that logic, it also follows that no person should get the vaccine because the
‘experts’ aren’t too sure of the long-term effects of the vaccine. For example,
the CDC has been telling us for months that U.S.-approved vaccines are safe.
Yet just recently, the Johnson and Johnson vaccine is being investigated to be
the cause of blood clots in six women. So, if we should slow down America’s
reopening process due to uncertainties, then why not also avoid taking all
COVID-19 vaccines given the uncertainties of long and short-term effects?
The critics who present such an argument against reopening are therefore
inconsistent.
Let us take the position backed up by facts and science. The CDC, supported
by a majority of scientists, says that the vaccines are effective. Because of this
scientific fact, it makes sense why even though there are states like Texas
that have practically fully opened, newly confirmed cases are on a decline. It
is, therefore, both safe and commonsensical to reopen our America at
current rates.
*Author’s Note

CDC on COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/vaccines/effectiveness/work.html
Data on Newly reported COVID-19 cases in Texas:
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/us/texas-covid-cases.html

VACCINE PASSPORTS, FAST CARS, AND FREEDOM: THE
RETURN TO NORMALCY?
4/19/2021
Vaccine Passports are the way we gather again and should be supported.
By Riley Mulcahy
Opinion Columnist
Early last year, there was a collective shift in our way of thinking like humans.
New guidelines on interacting with people and going out into the world
dramatically changed because of COVID-19. Instead of birthday parties and
other celebrations, we were told to stay home for a couple of weeks, and we
would turn the corner and beat the virus. A year later, we are still restricted
in gathering with other people.
How do we get back to a sense of normalcy? If a person was asked this in the
Fall of 2020, their answer might be herd immunity or wearing masks,
however, in December of 2020, a revolutionary effort came to market: the
Pfizer and Moderna vaccines. The notion that a life-saving vaccine would be
available in a matter of months was unfathomable; however, America was
able to do it,; however there is still hesitancy in continuing the measures that
will create a safer future for everyone, including taking the vaccine.
Hesitancy isn’t the correct term. Rather, there is a politzacation and fear
amongst conservatives about the vaccine, which was created by former
President Trump when he refused to take the pandemic seriously. Instead of
acting like a leader, Trump took all of the time in the world to come up with a
response, which was to attack Asian Americans by calling the virus the “China
Virus,” among other racist terms.

The solution is simple: vaccinate as many Americans as possible to return to
a somewhat “normal life.” Countries are announcing that vaccine passports
will be implemented, allowing only those who are vaccinated to travel, go to
sporting events, and gather. However, for some, this is seen as an attack on
their freedom. Just like the mask, a vaccine passport would be taking some
type of freedom they can’t put into words at risk. They are struggling to find
reasons because for the most part, there are none.
To suggest that a hundred percent of the population trusted the vaccine
process from the beginning is absurd. The disconnect comes in when over a
hundred million people have been vaccinated, only presenting with rare
cases of side effects, and not take it because the government is tracking you.
We have been in a pandemic for a year and there is a solution that is or will
be available to you; please take it so we can remember COVID as a thing of
the past, rather than a recurring nightmare of the present. If the joys of
seeing friends and family comes in a vaccine passport that is the least of our
worries.
The virus has taken so much away from us, our mental health, friends, family
and a way of life we cannot get back, not to mention the death toll that
continually rises. President Biden has done his best to bring Americans
together, even through a pandemic, but people refusing to protect their
fellow Americans causes division. In a year that has taken so much of us, we
should not be creating barriers for each other.
Vaccine passports will be how we are able to connect with others. Instead of
fighting it, Americans should embrace the fact that they have a life to live and
are able to do the simple acts those who died from COVID-19 virus don’t. The
fear that is associated from the vaccine is understandable, however what is
not is the manipulation of American’s emotions from politicians who have

already have taken the vaccine. Passports are a logical conclusion to a
preventable pandemic, and we all should be grateful for what we have, not
arguing about freedoms that are not being taken away.

CANCEL CULTURE DOESN’T EXIST
4/19/2021
By: Brent Dondalski
Opinion Columnist
In recent years, cancel culture has emerged at the forefront of American
discourse. While loosely defined, most people would agree that cancel
culture, which carries a negative connotation, is when a celebrity or public
figure has their career sabotaged, or “canceled,” by the public because of
something they said or did. The process usually takes place online and, in
the early stages of cancel culture, the celebrity’s incident was from something
in the distant past, such as a 2010 tweet or an old interview. Right now, it’s
one of the hottest topics in popular and political discourses. However, my
interpretation of cancel culture really boils down to one singular concept: it
doesn’t exist.
If my definition of cancel culture sounded vague, it’s because it is. The term
is so ill-defined that it has exploded into describing anything and everything.
Did a movie director get fired because of old tweets joking about pedophilia?
Another victim of cancel culture. Did an actress lose her role because of antisemitic comments? Another victim of cancel culture. Did a musician get
accused of sexual assault? Another victim of cancel culture. These are not
hyperbolic examples; these are all real situations in which the “cancel
culture” buzzword has been implicated. I’m sure you have realized at this
point that the three situations listed are quite unrelated, and that’s the
problem: a past tweet does not hold the same gravitas as a rape accusation.
Rather than put them in the same conversation, the rational thing to do is to
look at each incident individually and decide for yourself if you want to
support these people and companies. Yet the cancel culture discussion

abstracts the details of each respective incident and defaults to the position
that the celebrity is receiving unfair consequences.
This abstraction has been completely intentional and subsequently
weaponized to shield people, usually in positions of power, from legitimate
criticism. One recent example of cancel culture is the Gina Carano and
Disney situation. Gina Carano was an actress for the highly popular, and
quite good, Star Wars show The Mandalorian. An outspoken conservative,
Carano was ultimately fired by Disney after posting a photo of Jewish people
running from death squads during the Holocaust and comparing that
persecution to being hated for having “different political views.” Naturally,
this firing came after a big push on Twitter to #CancelDisneyPlus. After she
was fired, there was of course a counter push, mostly by conservatives, to
end cancel culture. Defendants of Carano cite the age-old argument claiming
that its horrible to cancel someone just for having a different opinion. Notice
how the idea of anti-semitism suddenly left the conversation?
That’s arguably the most common reason people give for why cancel culture
is wrong, and simultaneously the reason I say it does not exist. The
conversation always gets abstracted into “they got silenced just for having a
different opinion.” Well then tell us the opinion. It’s an easy point to make
because all you have to do is hide behind saying “different opinion,” then
nobody will know why someone got canceled, only that they did and that it
was unfair. That different opinion could be that Trump supporters
experience the same level of persecution as Jews did during the Holocaust or
that pineapple belongs on pizza.
Opinions can be wrong and harmful. Despite all the consensus against it, I
could say “murder is a good thing” and it is still technically an opinion. It’s
just a horrible, uneducated, and dangerous opinion. The problem with being
canceled over “having a different opinion” is that the phrase doesn’t actually

tell us anything. It doesn’t mean anything. It tells us that someone is facing
consequences and then omits what warranted those consequences, giving
the illusion that the consequences are unfitting.
Those perpetuating the cancel culture narrative omit it because the incident
is often either racist, sexist, or something equally offensive. Another recent
example is Dr. Seuss getting canceled. People were absolutely livid that The
Left would go so far as to taking Dr. Seuss off the shelves. Cancel culture had
truly gone too far, nobody was safe. Except that isn’t what happened. What
happened was that, after months of discussion, Dr. Seuss Enterprises, which
was founded by Dr. Seuss’s family, decided to cease publishing six Dr. Seuss
books because they included some racist stereotypes and caricatures. They
announced that “ceasing sales of these books is only part of our commitment
and our broader plan to ensure Dr. Seuss Enterprises’ catalog represents and
supports all communities and families” (AP News). Truly the downfall of
society.
The irony is that so many of these scenarios are simply just business
decisions. Gina Carano was making a product called The Mandalorian.
Consumers then decided they wouldn’t buy the product because of Carano’s
ignorant posts. The company, Disney, decided to terminate her employment
because it was going to hurt the company. That isn’t cancel culture. That’s
the free market. Boycotts have existed for decades and, if anything, cancel
culture is just a glorified boycott exaggerated into somehow being the end of
western civilization.
The cancel culture narrative is just a tool by the elite to gain sympathy and
maintain dominance over the public. Why isn’t it cancel culture when
Amazon workers are fired for attempting to unionize? Why isn’t it cancel
culture when people bring up George Floyd’s past drug possession charges
to justify the police murdering him? Our attention should be towards helping

the socially and economically disadvantaged peoples in this country and all
cancel culture does is distract from that. When celebrities are canceled they
still live comfortable lives. Carano’s net worth is currently reported at $8.5
million (Celeb Net Worth). I honestly struggle to name a public figure whose
career is completely over because they were unfairly canceled. Either you
have people like Kevin Spacey, who can’t land roles anymore because he
sexually assaulted someone, or you have people like James Gunn, who was
briefly fired by Disney for several offensive jokes he tweeted many years ago.
One of those people absolutely deserved to be canceled, the other one is
directing the new Suicide Squad movie.

THE BEST WAY TO PREVENT GUN VIOLENCE IS A GOOD
GUY WITH A GUN
4/19/2021
A response must be given to mass shootings in the US, however, this response
should not be gun control.
By Katelyn McCarthy
Opinion Columnist
Most every high-profile instance of gun violence in America is followed by
press conferences and social media posts assuring the viewer that an
individual’s “thoughts and prayers” are with the victims. The sentiment of
thoughts and prayers, however, has become the “please” to our “yes.” It
follows so unthinkingly as to have lost all meaning.
In itself, the promising of prayers to be said in the aftermath of a tragedy is
the most efficacious course of action, presupposing, of course, that prayers
are actually said. The commending of one’s thoughts to an individual,
however, while courteous, doesn’t actually accomplish anything, except,
perhaps, to stir one to a course of action.
Some do have a course of action: gun control. The best way to stop gun
violence, they argue, is by removing guns, or at least limiting them. The fewer
guns there are, the fewer shootings there will be. But is this true?
The concept of gun control cannot be effective because it functions like a
bandage placed over a festering wound. On the outside, everything looks
smooth and healthy. Underneath, however, there is serious decay.

One sometimes hears the slogan that “Guns don’t kill people—people kill
people.” Slogans, of course, are not arguments. But this one offers a valuable
point. No firearm ever picked itself up, pointed itself at someone, and pulled
its own trigger. A person does that. A broken person. “So,” one might say, “if
we take his gun away, our problem will be solved!”
Here is a second slogan for your consideration: “If guns are outlawed, only
outlaws will have guns.” Advocates of abortion and marijuana make the same
claim: abortions will occur and marijuana will be purchased even if they’re
illegal, they say, so they should be legal. This logic, though, is faulty. That an
act will be performed despite its illegality is not grounds for the act becoming
legal. People are going to drink and drive even if it’s illegal, but that doesn’t
mean it should be legal.

In the case of gun ownership, however, the fact that guns will still be had
even if they are illegal is all the more reason that they should stay legal. If
guns are outlawed, one would expect that law-abiding citizens, not criminals
or lunatics, would be the ones to turn their guns in. Then, when the criminal
or lunatic decided to deploy his illegal gun on innocent people, the innocent
people would have little with which to defend themselves. But isn’t this, at
least in certain areas of the country, already the case?
One might think here about the tactics one is taught to employ should one
find oneself in an active shooting: locking doors, shutting windows, blocking
entrances, hiding under tables. But why must we be trained to act as sheep
in the presence of a wolf? Would not sheep be more likely to survive the wolf
if the sheep were not sheep but, say, bears? Rather than instructing someone
on how to hide from a shooter, wouldn’t it be better to teach him how to
shoot, too?

The best way to stop bad guys with guns is good guys with guns. There will
always be bad guys, and if they want guns, they will get them. Such is the
nature of the criminal underworld. Outlawing guns would only put innocent
people at the mercy of criminals.
Teaching law-abiding citizens how to protect themselves with firearms is not,
however, the ultimate solution. A culture that totally disregards the value of
human life, that pays little heed to one’s moral accountability to God, and
that denies a significant portion of children a healthy home environment is
not one in the best position for creating healthy people. The way to end gun
violence is to foster a culture that instills good values, instead of the
principles of relativism, secularism, and excessive individualism, in children
and adults alike.

CULTURE
FEARLESS: TAYLOR'S VERSION OR TAYLOR'S RIGHTS
4/20/2021
Taylor Swift not only reignites the nostalgic music of our teenage years, but brings
awareness to the challenges many artists face in the industry.
By Isabelle Delostrinos
Culture Columnist
The re-release of Fearless (Taylor’s Version) isn’t as simple as you think it is. If
you aren’t already a Swiftie, then you most likely don’t know about the drama
that went down in November of last year. Here’s my attempt at summarizing
what happened to catch you up to speed.
● Taylor Swift and Scooter Braun (also known as Justin Bieber’s manager)
have a history of feuds from the past. In 2019, he didn’t allow her to
perform any of her older music and even told her to stop talking about
it altogether.
● In November of 2020, Scooter Braun bought Big Machine Label Group,
Taylor Swift’s recording label that helped kick start her career in 2004
● Since he purchased her first recording label, he pretty much purchased
all of the master rights to her first few albums.
● Because of their bad history, this didn’t sit right with Swift. She
attempted to buy her work back from Braun, but he wouldn’t discuss
anything with her unless she signed an NDA first, which Swift refused.

● Scooter then sold Swift’s work to Shamrock Holdings, again without her
knowledge or consent.
● The new label offered to create a deal with her, but upon learning that
Braun would still be profiting off of her old work, she declined the offer
to re-record the music herself.
Taylor Swift first released Fearless at the age of 18 in 2009. As she was
touring around the country for the promotion of her first album, Taylor Swift,
she created this second hit album while being on the road. With more time
spent on the road, Swift was unable to collaborate and work on Fearless with
other artists. She led the songwriting process for all thirteen songs and even
made her debut as co-producer.
Fearless is one of the strongest bodies of work that Swift has put out. It
quickly became the best selling album in the US, making Swift the youngest
artist in history to accomplish the standard. It also became the most
decorated album in country music history, winning awards from the
Grammys, American Music Awards, Country Music Association Awards and
many more. Hit songs like You Belong With Me, Love Story, Fifteen and White
Horse also from this release. This album contributed to popular culture in
many ways. Fearless broke the boundaries between country and pop, and
Swift flawlessly merged the two genres together. So many years after it’s
time, Swift should be the one holding the rights to her early work.
Unfortunately, the music industry has always had a bad history of taking
advantage of artists. From The Beatles to Prince to Iggy Azalea and many
more, these artists struggled to earn the profits they deserved, let alone have
control over what they created. Prince protested his Warner Bros. contract
by performing onstage with the word “slave” written on cheek. Lil Kim was
restricted from making and releasing music during her court battle with her
record label. The court case dragged out for a year and half, which kept fans

waiting with no explanation and Lil Kim’s inability to make money the entire
time. Pop artist, Jojo, struggled to break free from a record label that signed
her at twelve years old. As of 2017, the artist finally was released and created
her own music label where she remastered her hits from the early 2000s.
The challenges that artists face are not talked about enough. By reclaiming
her music, Taylor Swift brings awareness to the unfair business contracts
that many artists struggle with. The re-release of Fearless (Taylor’s Version)
gives Swift the ownership she deserves from her work. Now, Swift has the
power over all of the songs on Fearless (Taylor’s Version) to be used in movies,
TV shows, as a sample or anything she wishes to do with it. She also receives
the maximum amount of profits from it. So if you’re ever in the mood for a
Taylor Swift throwback moment, make sure it’s Taylor’s version.

REMEMBERING VANESSA GUILLÉN 1 YEAR LATER
4/20/2021
Almost a year after Vanessa Guillén’s murder she deserves to be remembered.
By Victoria Vidales
Editor-in-Chief
One year ago on this coming Thursday, 20 year old Vanessa Guillén vanished
without a trace. A U.S Army soldier stationed at Fort Hood in Killeen, Texas,
Guillén’s disappearance and subsquent murder challenged how the US
military handles complaints of sexual harrassment, and how the race of
victims influences how law enforcement handles missing persons cases. Even
a year later Guillén’s spirit lives on as her life and journey inspire others to
enact change to prevent her fate from repeating through others. Guillén
deserves to be remembered as she was: a devoted daughter and soldier who
deserved to live.
According to reports by ABC News, Guillén was murdered on the afternoon
she went missing by Specialist Aaron David Robinson. In the months leading
up to her murder Guillén had previously confided in her mother that she was
repeatedly being sexually harassed by a superior at Fort Hood. She also
mentioned that numerous other female soldiers were also being sexually
harassed by this individual, yet reports had not achieved a disciplinary
response from military personal.
Guillén was officially reported missing the day after she disappeared on April
23; her family immediately suspected foul play. In the months that followed
mass search efforts took place to find Guillén. Following interviews from
other soldiers, military law enforcement zeroed in on Robinson hoping to
uncover his involvement in Guillén’s disappearance. Guillén’s remains were

discovered on June 30 near the Leon River and were confirmed to be her’s on
July 5. On July 1 Robinson killed himself after being pursued by authorities.
During Guillén’s disappearance her family and the public began to question
the Army’s quality of investigation, citing the initial lack of urgency regarding
Guillén’s disappearance, and the continued secrecy during the investigation.
From the beginning of the investigation Guillén’s family was critical of the US
Army’s handling of the case, claiming that they were not being regularly
informed of updates or the direction of the investigation. The public was not
regularly informed either and a mass demonstration took place on June 13 at
Fort Hood made of members of the public concerned for Guillén’s safety.
No one deserves the ongoing abuse that Guillén was subjected to or the kind
of brutality that she suffered before her death. Her murder was inhumane
and shockingly evil at the hands of another person. Guillén had a family who
loved and cherished who she was and were excited to see the person that
she would become. Her family repeatedly mentioned her desire to marry her
longtime boyfriend and begin a family of her own. Neither of those events
will ever happen for Guillén as her life, and everything that life includes, was
taken on another’s terms.
Her murder also highlights a desperate need for transformations within the
military for soldiers to safely report sexual harrassment and assualt. Before
her death, Guillén felt uncomfortable reporting the sexual harassment she
was enduring fearing retaliation. All women in the U.S military deserve to be
safe and respected by those they serve with. Women are subjected to sexual
harassment in all forms of employment and the U.S military is no different.
Although the recent #MeToo Movement has helped draw attention and
create solidarity amongst victims, sexual harassment continues to be a vile
crime that plagues the workforce. Victims need to feel as if they will be heard

when they report experiences of workplace abuse and that consequences for
the perpetrator, not the victim, will happen.
Guillén’s case did not make national news until sometime after her
disappearance. Sometimes when young women are reported missing,
particularly young white women, response from media is immediate with
national stories within hours. Missing person cases regarding people of color
rarely receive the same intense national media attention, which they must.
For Guillén, a Latina of Mexican descent, her race may have played a role into
how serious the report was taken by the media. Regardless of race, when a
person goes missing immediate attention should be given by the media to
help with the safe return of a victim. Although Guillén was already dead by
the time she was noticed to be missing, other victims may not be and can still
have a chance for survival.
Vanessa Guillén was a strong and beloved young woman who deserved so
much from the world. Her memory will continue to live on through those that
loved her and those who never knew her but who felt so impacted by her
story. For members of the Latinx community Guillén represents so many of
them and those they care about, forever seeing her face in those they know.

COLLEGE STUDENTS & COVID-19
4/19/2021
Are young people responsible for the spread? Many college students nationwide
continue to ignore mask mandates and engage in large social gatherings helping
contribute to the spread of COVID-19. This makes the need for young people to be
vaccinated more urgent.
By Maia Pagán
Culture Columnist
Have college students made COVID-19 more spreadable? The COVID-19
pandemic has been going on for a little over a year now, and no one was
expecting it. Constant hand sanitizer, wearing masks, and social distancing
are so common that you think people would be used to it. Yet, COVID-19 is
still rapidly spreading around, especially amongst college students. Why you
may ask? Because many college students are not taking the global pandemic
seriously.
Many college students are still out partying with different friends, not
wearing masks, and not socially distancing. News outlets report college
students are coming onto campus and continuing to spread COVID-19 to
their peers. Florida and many other states experienced a vast spread of the
virus during spring break, with hundreds of students being seen on the
beach partying, not social distancing, and not wearing their masks.
Everyone wants to go back to normal, not the new normal, but the hug our
friends and family, stop wearing masks, and feel more comfortable inside
everyday places. But this is becoming less and less possible, especially with
schools, specifically colleges, opening up. Some colleges have decided

recently to open back up for the remaining of the year to give students a
sense of normalcy, especially for those seniors in college who had their
senior year taken away from them.
Unfortunately, most of those college campuses had to close down once again
because there was a large spread of COVID-19, and most students on
campus were infected. Many college sports teams have been allowed to stay
on campus and play. They, too, have been infected with the virus and have
had to stop playing their sport for a while.
Yet, colleges are not reporting this, so it gives an inaccurate number to how
many other cases are in the area. The repercussions make people think that
things are getting better, yet they are continuing the same. Although people
are feeling more excited to go back to school in the fall of 2021 because of
the new vaccines, there still remains a problem: yes, of course, the vaccine
helps, but it is still possible that COVID-19 can be spread with the majority of
people opting out. Add the fact that many could be carriers without any
symptoms.
The pandemic could lessen with vaccines. My biggest concern as a student is
that many courses are hybrid, starting next fall semester, which means that
most students have to be on campus. But with trends of past campuses
opening up has shown, this decision is not wise, and many students are at
risk of getting covid, not just COVID-19, but new variants that are beginning
their spread. Keep colleges shut down again and stop the spread.
Although we are in the orange tier now, this does not mean that that won't
change. Summer is around the corner, and students will do what they have
continued to do: during vacation, they will see everyone, travel, and not wear
their masks. Now, even more so, it is becoming more of a danger because

many people are faking getting vaccines. Many college campuses are starting
to let more off-campus students come on to campus but is this a mistake?
Although most college campuses are trying to be as safe as possible and take
precaution, there is no guarantee that there will not be an outbreak of
COVID-19 in the upcoming semesters. Colleges seem optimistic about reopening, but it’s the human factor of personal sanity that keeps covid a
revolving door.
Want to get rid of COVID entirely? Besides getting the vaccine, continue to
wear your mask, always use hand sanitizer, don't share your food or drinks,
and continue to social distance is the science. If things get terrible over the
summer, we should go into a complete shutdown again. New Zealand, which
is now completely open and covid-free, did shut down and reopen with
stricter rules to open up again. Life will go back to normal, but a new normal
will not happen if people continue to ignore the rules and put other lives in
danger. Please remember that millions of people have died during the covid
pandemic and if we all take precautions and are safe during this time, even if
things are getting better, just know you are potentially saving a life.

SOPHIE TURNER AND TAYLOR SWIFT FRIENDS
4/19/2021
Despite Taylor Swift once dating Sophie Turner’s husband Joe Jonas, these women
appear to have no bad blood, instead being friends.
By Remy Zerber
Culture Columnist
Relationships can be hard and messy sometimes no matter who you are.
Taylor Swift dated Joe Jonas in 2008. Jonas is married to Sophie Turner now.
Even though relationships and breakups are never easy, Sophie Turner, Joe
Jonas, and Taylor Swift have managed to become good friends years after
her split with Jonas. Fans think Taylor Swift’s new song, "Mr. Perfectly Fine," is
about her ex Joe Jonas since she is releasing her old songs from her old
albums from the vault.
“Mr. Perfectly Fine” is about a guy who broke up with Swift, moved on to
another girl, and then acted like nothing happened between them. Swift’s
other song, "Forever and Always" is probably about Jonas too because fans
think she confirmed it in a 2008 interview. The album that Swift released
contains songs that were written in 2008 so it would make sense if it was
about Jonas. Swift is rerecording and rereleasing her old songs so she can
own her own music again after a fight with her old record label, Big Machine
Records. Scooter Braun and Scott Borchetta (owner of the company that
bought Big Machine Records, Ithaca Holdings) sold Taylor Swift’s masters for
almost $300 million.
Jonas and Swift’s relationship only lasted 3 months. Jonas ended it with a 27second phone call. Swift was heartbroken when Jonas quickly started dating

Camilla Belle after he broke up with Swift. The Jonas Brothers’ song “Much
Better” is rumored to be about Taylor Swift. Swift and Jonas have since moved
on and dated other people. It was made clear that Swift and Jonas are on good
terms now when she sent his and Turner’s baby a gift in July when her album,
Folklore, came out because it is believed that Taylor was calling out Sophie and
Joe in her song invisible string when the lyric stated “For the boys who broke
my heart / now I send their babies presents” referring to their baby.
Swift is now dating Joe Alwyn and Jonas is married to Sophie Turner. In July
2019 when Swift released her album, Lover, Alwyn, and Swift liked each
other’s Instagram posts. Their relationship is nothing like Joe and Sophie’s
relationship. When Jonas broke up with her a day before their wedding,
Turner explained in an interview that, "It was the worst day of our lives," she
told the outlet. But thankfully, they both quickly realized they wanted to be
together. "For a second we both had cold feet, then 24 hours later we were
both, like, 'Never mind.'" She also said that she was having a hard time with
her mental health because of gaining fame at such a young age and Jonas
helped calm her down. Turner said, "[Jonas] was, like, 'I can't be with you until
you love yourself, I can't see you love me more than you love yourself.' That
was something, him doing that. I think he kind of saved my life, in a way."
Sophie Turner and Joe Jonas met in 2016 through friends and got married in
2019.
Turner’s interaction with Swift proved to fans that they are friends. When
Turner praised Swift’s song on her Instagram Stories Swift responded by
referencing her Game of Thrones character by saying “forever bending the
knee for the queen of the north”. Swift even sent Turner’s baby a gift. Jonas
and Swift have said that they are friends now. Turner is a Swiftie, which is
what Swift’s fans are called. There is no bad blood between Turner, Swift, and
Jonas. Taylor Swift and Sophie Turner are good friends now, despite Turner
being married to Swift’s ex.
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